System Audio 70AV
make your own
quality home theatre
System Audio 70AV is a high-quality centre channel speaker that
matches the sound from the 70 series loudspeakers. Use it in a
home theatre system where you have spent a lot of care on the
quality and enjoy the fine nuances and the powerful reproduction.
70AV can be placed over and under your TV, or be mounted on the
wall with the WB1 brackets or hang down from the ceiling with the
CB1 brackets.
System Audio 70AV
music requires more than movies
It might sound paradoxical, but 70AV was developed to reproduce
music. At System Audio we imagine that the best home theatre
system should also be made for music. Not only because there is a
lot of very good music in many movies, but also because it is natural
to have a combined music – and home theatre system. The
requirements of a loudspeaker are much larger for music than for
movies. Many requirements are the same, but they are larger as to
music because everybody knows how real music sounds. Not
everyone can judge whether the sound from a movie is real or not,
because not everybody has heard the sounds that are used in
movies in real life. Many sounds are even created artificially.
Developing 70AV by means of music has turned out to be an
interesting advantage because this has created a more
sophisticated sound than you are used to from centre channel
speakers.

You can have better sound at home than you have ever heard at
the theatre

extra clean sound
A great deal of the time a centre channel speaker should only
concentrate on reproducing the sound of dialogues i.e. voices.
Many music forms also use the voice as the mainstay, which
requires a clean reproduction. Music, however, has together with
the voice many other instruments that should be reproduced
naturally too, and this just increases the complexity of the
loudspeaker. That is one of the reasons why a centre channel
speaker, or any loudspeaker in a home theatre system, that is
developed to reproduce music, always will live up to the
requirements of a home theatre system.

music is an important part of a movie experience
technical description
·
·
·
·
·

Extremely fast drive units with lightweight membranes
Mechanically stable cabinet construction
Efficient magnetic shielding
2-way design
Optional bi-wiring and bi-amping

technical specifications
Power handling: 125 Watt
Impedance: 4 Ohm (easy load)
Frequency response (+/- 1.5 dB): 40-25.000 Hz
Sensitivity (1W, 1m): 89dB
Crossover frequency: 3000 Hz (24 dB/oct. Linkwitz/Riley)
Dimensions (WxHxD) cm: 55x15x24.3
Woofers: 2 x System Audio BIG 1400AV
Tweeter: System Audio T1908AV
Finish: Maple, Cherry or Black Ash (real wood)

